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The updating of a memory is triggered whenever it is reactivated and a mismatch from what is expected (i.e., prediction

error) is detected, a process that can be unraveled through the memory’s sensitivity to protein synthesis inhibitors (i.e.,

reconsolidation). As noted in previous studies, in Pavlovian threat/aversive conditioning in adult rats, prediction error

detection and its associated protein synthesis-dependent reconsolidation can be triggered by reactivating the memory

with the conditioned stimulus (CS), but without the unconditioned stimulus (US), or by presenting a CS–US pairing

with a different CS–US interval than during the initial learning. Whether similar mechanisms underlie memory updating

in the young is not known. Using similar paradigms with rapamycin (an mTORC1 inhibitor), we show that preweaning rats

(PN18–20) do form a long-term memory of the CS–US interval, and detect a 10-sec versus 30-sec temporal prediction

error. However, the resulting updating/reconsolidation processes become adult-like after adolescence (PN30–40). Our

results thus show that while temporal prediction error detection exists in preweaning rats, specific infant-type mechanisms

are at play for associative learning and memory.

Learning ormemory updating based on prediction error detection,

when an event differs fromwhat was predicted, enables the organ-

ism to adapt to changing circumstances. During Pavlovian aversive

conditioning in adults, the conditioned stimulus (CS) acquires a

predictive value for the unconditioned stimulus (US), including

when it is due to arrive, in as few as one trial (Davis et al. 1989;

Dı́az-Mataix et al. 2013). Error detection in this context depends

heavily on the capacity to detect and memorize the interval be-

tween the CS and theUS, and is critical for triggering the updating

of aversive memories, in an amygdala-dependent manner (Dı́az-

Mataix et al. 2013).

Animals as young as postnatal (PN) day 10 can learn about

aversive associations, as their amygdala becomes adult-like

(Sullivan et al. 2000). However, several studies have highlighted

how the mechanisms underlying aversive memory formation

in pups are not identical to those used in adulthood (Sullivan

et al. 2000; Moriceau and Sullivan 2006, for recent reviews, see

Pattwell et al. 2013; Tallot et al. 2015). With regard to learning

the CS–US interval in pups, only a few studies exist (for review,

see Tallot et al. 2015), and they have focused on the development

of temporally regulated behaviors during training, rather than

long-term memory of the interval. Timed eyeblink conditioning

has been observed in PN17–18 rat pups only after more than

200 conditioning training trials (Stanton et al. 1992).More recent-

ly, Boulanger Bertolus et al. (2014) have shown patterns of breath-

ing and freezing related to the CS–US interval within a single

session of 10 pairings of an olfactory aversive conditioning in

rat pups as young as PN12, although the temporal pattern was

not similar to the one observed in adults. The aforementioned

studies do not inform us on whether learning interval times early

in life creates consolidated long-termmemories, which would al-

low for temporal prediction error andmemory updating in young

animals, as in adults.

In adult rats, the updating of a memory after prediction error

detection results in reconsolidation, which requires the synthesis

of new proteins (e.g., Nader et al. 2000, for review, see Sara 2000).

It has been shown that temporal error detection, by presenting

a trial with a changed CS–US interval 24 h after consolidation

of a CS–US memory, also triggers reconsolidation (Dı́az-Mataix

et al. 2013; Alfei et al. 2015). Disruption of the reconsolidation

of auditory threat/aversive conditioning in adults has been dem-

onstrated by showing that intra-amygdala infusion or intraperito-

neal injection of protein synthesis inhibitors, immediately after

memory reactivation and prediction error detection, results in a

reduced level of freezing whenmemory is tested 24 h later by pre-

senting unreinforced CSs (e.g., Nader et al. 2000; Blundell et al.

2008; Dı́az-Mataix et al. 2013; Mac Callum et al. 2014). As disrup-

tion of reconsolidation is observed only when a prediction error is

detected, it provides a mean to test under which conditions the

animal is able to detect changes compared with the previous
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learning, and to enter in an updating process. Here, we thus used

a reconsolidation paradigm to test whether PN18–20 rat pups can

detect temporal errors in a CS–US association once the Pavlovian

aversive leaning has been consolidated in a long-term memory,

and whether they can update their memory in a reconsolidation

process similar to the one described in adults.

Results

To assess memory updating induced by temporal error detection

in preweaning rats we used a 40-sec tone CS with a footshock ar-

riving either 10 or 30 sec after the tone onset. Thememory was re-

activated with either an unreinforced CS or a single CS–US trial

with a different CS–US interval compared with training, both of

those conditions should produce prediction error. As a control,

the memory was reactivated using the same conditions as during

training, which should not produce prediction error. The impact

of a single intraperitoneal injection of rapamycin (20 mg/kg) im-

mediately after memory reactivation was assessed 24 h later using

an unreinforced CS (post-reactivation long-term memory test;

PR-LTM). For all the described experiments, no significant differ-

ence in freezing levels was observed for the pre-CS period between

vehicle and rapamycin groups (see Table 1). Also, sampling pups

among the different sets, we found no effect of the injection of

rapamycin on the weight of the pups 24 h after the injection com-

pared with the injection of vehicle (mean+SEM for vehicle¼

42.1+1.60 g and rapamycin ¼ 42.7+1.61 g, t(44) ¼ 0.13, n.s.).

The nature of the protocol used in these experiments might intro-

duce bias when comparing freezing among groups that have expe-

rienced the US at different time intervals. However, none of the

groups have ever experienced the US in the first 10 sec of the

tone, making it a time window in which the comparisons are

not influenced by anything other than expectation. We therefore

chose to present the results obtained only for the first 10 sec of the

tone stimulus for both reactivation and PR-LTM sessions.

Cued aversive memory updating is present in preweaning

pups
Reconsolidation has been demonstrated in pups as young as

PN3 in a conditioned taste aversion paradigm (Languille et al.

2008). However, conditioned taste aversion does not rely on pre-

cise CS–US timing and involves a different neural network than

the traditional Pavlovian aversive conditioning in young pups

(Shionoya et al. 2006).Whether reconsolidation of a cued aversive

conditioning can be disrupted in preweaning pups has yet to

be tested. We chose to use rapamycin, as it is an inhibitor of

mTORC1, which is involved in a pathway that includes PI3K,

AKT, and PKB, and modulation of most of these molecular

targets has an effect on reconsolidation (for review, see Baldi

and Bucherelli 2015). We tested whether a single injection of

rapamycin, immediately after memory reactivation with a CS

alone, produces an impairment of CS–US long-term memory, as

expressed by a decrease in freezing to the CS during the PR-LTM

test. Prediction error processes depend on the ability to detect dif-

ferences between an initial learning and a new event related to the

previous one. As initial learning may be weaker in pups, we tested

two strengths of conditioning (5 CS–US and 10 CS–US pairings)

to determine their effect on prediction error detection.

Freezing behavior during reactivation and during the PR-

LTM test is shown in Figure 1. After training with five CS–US pair-

ings, therewas a trend for a reduced amount of freezing during the

PR-LTM test in the rapamycin group when compared with the ve-

hicle group (t(22) ¼ 1.84, P ¼ 0.078, Fig. 1A), while they did not

differ during the reactivation session (t(22) ¼ 0.56, n.s.). When

trained with 10 CS–US pairings, the reduction in freezing during

PR-LTM in the rapamycin group compared with the vehicle group

reached significance (t(22) ¼ 3.03, P ¼ 0.006, Fig. 1B), but did not

differ during reactivation (t(22) ¼ 0.57, n.s.). Thus, the CS alone re-

activation triggered a memory updating that was modulated by

the injection of rapamycin in preweaning rats, as long as sufficient

initial training was provided. This result suggests that when the

initial learning has not reached a plateau, the subject may still

be uncertain and thus have more difficulty in detecting a differ-

ence between training and reactivation, resulting in a reduced

likelihood of triggering memory reconsolidation mechanisms.

Alternatively, poorer learning of the CS–US interval in the five

CS–US conditioning group may have rendered the subjects not

capable of expecting the US precisely enough, and thus prevented

the detection of prediction error with a 40-sec CS presentation,

similarly to reports showing a lack of reconsolidation when the

CS is terminated before the expected US arrival during the reacti-

vation (Suzuki et al. 2004; Alfei et al. 2015). In any case, in order to

ascertain the most stable conditions, we have therefore chosen

to use a conditioning of 10 CS–US pairings for all subsequent

experiments.

Preweaning rats can detect changing CS–US time

intervals
We next tested whether a change in the CS–US interval between

10 and 30 sec would be detected by PN18–20 pups as a temporal

prediction error and would trigger a reconsolidation process, as

has been reported previously in adults (Dı́az-Mataix et al. 2013).

The authors showed that, in adults, reactivating a memory with

a single CS–US pairing triggered a reconsolidation process, and

that a protein synthesis inhibitor disrupted this process, only

when a change in theCS–US interval was detected.We thus tested

the effect of rapamycin in preweaning animals when the reactiva-

tion consisted of a single pairing with a modified CS–US interval

(Shift groups), either from 30 to 10 sec (Earlier), from 10 to 30 sec

(Later), or when the CS–US interval was not changed (No Shift

Table 1. Percentage of freezing (+SEM) during pre-CS period for reactivation and post-reactivation long-term memory test (PR-LTM)

Group

Reactivation PR-LTM

Vehicle Rapamycin t-test P Vehicle Rapamycin t-test P

Preweaning rats CS alone (5 CS–US) 26.2+8.5 19.7+5.7 t(22) ¼ 0.64 n.s. 35.6+6.2 20.9+4.7 t(22) ¼ 1.92 n.s.
CS alone (10 CS–US) 29.3+4.8 16.3+4.6 t(22) ¼ 1.96 n.s. 25.6+5.9 16.7+4.3 t(22) ¼ 1.21 n.s.
Shift 34.6+4.5 47.1+4.5 t(46) ¼ 1.96 n.s. 34.3+5.6 45.3+5.3 t(46) ¼ 1.44 n.s.
No shift 38.1+6.4 39.4+6.4 t(46) ¼ 0.14 n.s. 27.0+5.6 36.2+6.6 t(46) ¼ 1.27 n.s.
No reactivation 7.6+2.9 6.4+2.2 t(21) ¼ 0.32 n.s.

Adolescents Shift 20 mg/kg 35.2+11.7 28.6+9.4 t(21) ¼ 0.44 n.s. 21.0+5.3 10.7+ 5.5 t(21) ¼ 1.36 n.s.
Shift 40 mg/kg 32.0+8.1 17.5+5.0 t(22) ¼ 1.52 n.s. 38.3+10.9 43.4+ 11.1 t(22) ¼ 0.33 n.s.

Adults Shift 20 mg/kg 14.1+7.5 4.73+1.9 t(23) ¼ 1.09 n.s. 40.4+9.1 31.4+ 8.3 t(23) ¼ 0.70 n.s.
Shift 40 mg/kg 12.1+5.l 13.6+5.1 t(26) ¼ 0.21 n.s. 23.5+8.9 20.1+6.2 t(26) ¼ 0.32 n.s.
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groups, 30–30 sec or 10–10 sec). If the reactivation triggers an

updating of thememory, the rapamycin should disrupt the recon-

solidation of this memory and produce lower levels of freezing

during PR-LTM (as in Fig. 1).

Surprisingly preweaning animals injected with rapamycin

after memory reactivation with a shift in the time of arrival of

the shock showed higher levels of freezing during PR-LTM com-

pared with the vehicle group (t(46) ¼ 3.71, P, 0.001, Fig. 2A),

while there was no difference during the reactivation session

(t(46) ¼ 0.59, n.s.). The Earlier and Later sub-groups were pooled

as there were no differential effects of the drug between the two

conditions (group × drug interaction for both reactivation and

PR-LTM: F(1,44) , 0.8, n.s.). However, when rapamycin was inject-

ed after reactivatingwith the sameCS–US interval as during train-

ing, no significant difference was observed with the vehicle group

during PR-LTM (t(46) ¼ 0.23, n.s.) or reactivation (t(46) ¼ 0.23, n.s.,

Fig. 2B). The 30–30 sec and 10–10 sec subgroups were pooled

as there were no differential effects of the drug between the two

conditions (group × drug interaction for both reactivation and

PR-LTM: F(1,44) , 0.55, n.s.).

As a further control, we tested the effect of rapamycin with-

out reactivation and saw no difference between rapamycin and

vehicle groups during the PR-LTM test (t(21) ¼ 0.62, n.s.). Thus,

the increase in freezing observed when the CS–US interval during

reactivation was modified compared with training is selectively

due to an effect of rapamycin on a process triggered by the detec-

tion of amismatch in the CS–US time interval. Our controls show

that injection of rapamycin alone (No reactivation) or in combi-

nation with a footshock (No shift) do not enhance freezing in

PR-LTM test. Overall these results demonstrate that temporal pre-

diction error can be detected by rat pups and trigger a process sen-

sitive to rapamycin, albeit resulting in a modulation of behavior

in an unexpected direction.

Freezing is notoriously poor at evidencing temporal patterns

in US expectancy. We further analyzed the temporal pattern of

freezing throughout the CS during PR-LTM, as it may nevertheless

be indicative of the temporal expectancy of the US and bring

some insights on the effects of the reactivation/drug condition

might have on the memory of the CS–US interval (Dı́az-Mataix

et al. 2013; Boulanger Bertolus et al. 2014). Differential temporal

patterns were observed between the two no-shift conditions

for which the CS–US interval was kept constant between training

and reactivation (Fig. 3A, 30�30 and 3B, 10�10), albeit the

Time × CS–US interval interaction reached significance only

when pooling vehicle and rapamycin subjects within the same

CS–US interval condition (F(12,552) ¼ 1.839, P, 0.05). Therefore,

during PR-LTM, rat pups tended to respond differentially depend-

ing on the CS–US duration they learned, although more training

could have resulted in better defined patterns (Drew et al. 2005).

Whereas when both durations were presented, the preweaning

rats’ freezing curvewas somewhat intermediate and similar nomat-

ter which duration was learned first (see Fig. 3E,F). Noticeably, the

differential temporal pattern observed here converges with the

temporal error detection findings reported above in indicating

that, at this age, rat pups are able to detect andmemorize durations

over several days.

The previously described increase in freezing could be due to

a different response to theUSwhen it is unexpected versus expect-

ed during the reactivation session for preweaning rats compared

with adults. Figure 4 presents the response to theUS during the re-

activation session, expressed as the percent change in freezing

during the 10 sec immediately after the shock delivery compared

with the 10 sec immediately preceding the shock. For PN18–20

pups (Fig. 4A), when there was no surprise (i.e., the shock arrived

at the same time as during conditioning)we observed a significant

decrease in freezing following the shock (30–30 sec, t(23) ¼ 7.32,

P, 0.001; 10–10 sec, t(23) ¼ 4.82, P, 0.001). A similar decrease

was observed in the group that received the shock later than ex-

pected (t(23) ¼ 8.25, P, 0.001).When the shockwas delivered ear-

lier than expected, however, no significant change in the amount

of freezing was observed (t(23) ¼ 0.09, n.s.).

For comparison, we analyzed data from adult rats submitted

to similar conditions (Fig. 4B, data taken from the experiment

published in Dı́az-Mataix et al. (2013), but that were not reported)

and observed a similar pattern of response. The 30–30 sec group

and the Later group showed both a significant decrease in freezing

after the shock (t(15) ¼ 6.46, P, 0.001 and t(10) ¼ 4.87, P, 0.001,

respectively), whereas the Earlier group showed no significant

change in level of freezing (t(11) ¼ 0.64, n.s.). In sum, while the

delivery of the US at an unexpected time had a different impact

on the freezing level depending onwhether it arrives earlier or lat-

er than expected, the impact was similar for pups and adult rats.

Therefore, it is unlikely that a differential response to the foot-

shock during reactivation in PN18–20 pups was responsible for

the increase in freezing during PR-LTM in the Shift-rapamycin

group (Fig. 2A).

Figure 1. Rapamycin impairs long-term memory in PN18–20 pups after reactivation with CS alone. The two experiments consisted of training with
either 5 (A) or 10 (B) trials of a 40-sec tone (CS) paired with a US footshock delivered 30 sec after tone onset. Rats were reactivated with the presentation
of a single CS alone trial. Each panel shows a schematic of the experimental design (top) and the percentage of freezing (mean + SEM) to the first 10 sec of
the CS during reactivation with a single CS alone (React) and during the post-reactivation long-term memory test (PR-LTM) in rat pups injected with
vehicle (white bars) or with rapamycin (black bars) (bottom). Freezing during reactivation was equivalent between vehicle and rapamycin groups in
both experiments. Injection of rapamycin in rats trained with five CS–US pairings (A) produced a trending impairment of memory during PR-LTM,
whereas training with 10 CS–US pairings (B) provoked a significant impairment. n ¼ 12 for each group, (#) P ¼ 0.08, (∗∗) P, 0.01.
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Effect of rapamycin on reconsolidation across

development: adolescents and adults
To further explore the potential developmental difference in up-

dating memory, we also tested adolescent (PN30–40) and adult

rats (.PN60) using the same procedure conducted in rat pups

but with a higher concentration of rapamycin (40 mg/kg) as

used in the literature (Blundell et al. 2008; Mac Callum et al.

2014) to take into account the differing permeability of the blood

brain barrier (Saunders et al. 2012). For each age, we compared the

Later shift condition during reactivation, meaning that rapamy-

cin or vehicle was injected immediately after a shift in CS–US

interval from 10 to 30 sec. As expected and in agreement with

previous studies (e.g., Nader et al. 2000; Blundell et al. 2008;

Dı́az-Mataix et al. 2013; Mac Callum et al. 2014), adults showed

a decrease in freezing in the rapamycin group, showing an impair-

ment of reconsolidation, (t(26) ¼ 2.43, P, 0.05, Fig. 5B) but no

difference during reactivation (t(26) ¼ 0.83, n.s.). In contrast, ado-

lescent rats showed no effect of rapamy-

cin during the PR-LTM test (t(22) ¼ 1.19,

n.s., Fig. 5A) nor during the reactivation

(t(22) ¼ 0.54, n.s.). We additionally veri-

fied that a 20 mg/kg dose of rapamycin

(i.e., the one used in the preweaning

rats) did not result in an increase in

freezing during PR-LTM in adolescents

or adults. At this lower dose, rapamycin

lost its effects on reconsolidation in

adults (mean %+SEM of freezing for

vehicle ¼ 54.3+6.24 and rapamycin ¼

50.3+4.62, t(23) ¼ 0.98, n.s.), and re-

mained inefficient in adolescents (mean

%+ SEM of freezing for vehicle ¼

64.4+7.78 and rapamycin ¼ 52.3+

7.48, t(21) ¼ 1.12, n.s.). Therefore, the

increase in freezing that we observed in

PN18–20 pups after injection of rapamy-

cin seems to be specific to this age

range and the adult-like pattern is not

reached until after PN40 at least. It

seems highly unlikely that the absence

of rapamycin-induced changes in adoles-

cents could be due to a loss of the ability

to detect or to memorize the changing

CS–US interval and instead it seems

more logical to think it is due to a pro-

gressive shift toward a more adult-like

mechanism of memory updating.

Discussion

The present study showed that predic-

tion error detection can trigger a protein

synthesis-dependent memory update in

PN18–20 rats. This was shown through

a modification in freezing response to

the CS in long-term memory when rapa-

mycin was injected immediately after

memory reactivation with a CS alone

or a CS–US trial with a different CS–US

interval, whereas no effect was observed

when the memory had not been reacti-

vated, or when there was no prediction

error detection.

One important result of our study is

that we show, for the first time, that

preweaning rats can memorize and remember, for at least 24 h,

a CS–US interval. Studies in human infants have shown that

they can detect a temporal change in a repeating pattern of stimuli

(Clifton 1974; Brannon et al. 2004). Human infants, as young as

1–3 d old, showed a decrease in heart rate at the expected time

of a glucose reward when it was omitted for the first time

(Clifton 1974). Another study looked at 10-mo-old babies and

showed a frontal cortex event-related potential (ERP) modulation

in response to a stimulus deviant from trained temporal regulari-

ty, also called oddball stimulus. This response was similar to the

one seen in adults (Brannon et al. 2004). Previous studies in rat

pups have shown behavioral temporal pattern compatible with

an interval-dependent temporal expectation during learning

(Stanton et al. 1992; Boulanger Bertolus et al. 2014; for review,

see Tallot et al. 2015). All these studies, however, did not inform

us on whether there was formation of a long-term (i.e., at least

24 h) memory of that interval. Our results demonstrate that it is

Figure 2. Preweaning rats can detect a change in CS–US interval. All experiments consisted of train-
ing with 10 trials of a 40-sec tone (CS) paired with a US footshock delivered 30 or 10 sec after tone
onset. Each panel shows a schematic of the experimental design (left) and the percentage of freezing
(mean + SEM) in the first 10 sec of the CS during reactivation (React) and during the post-reactivation
long-termmemory (PR-LTM) test in rat pups injected with vehicle (white bars) or with rapamycin (black
bars) (right). Freezing during reactivation was equivalent between vehicle and rapamycin groups in all
experiments. (A) Rats reactivated with a different CS–US time interval compared with the one learned
during training and injected with rapamycin, whether it was for an earlier (30–10 sec, n ¼ 12 per
group) or for a later (10–30 sec, n ¼ 12 per group) time, showed a significant increase in freezing
during the PR-LTM test. (B) Rats reactivated with the same CS–US time interval as the one learned
during training (10–10 sec, n ¼ 12 per group; 30–30 sec, n ¼ 12 per group) showed no effect of rapa-
mycin on freezing in a PR-LTM test. (C) Similarly, rats that were not reactivated showed no effect of
rapamycin on freezing in a PR-LTM test (n ¼ 11 for rapamycin and 12 for vehicle). (∗∗∗) P, 0.001.
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the case, at least for PN18–20 rats, and raise questions about the

underlying neurobiological network involved in interval timing.

Interval timing is usually considered to depend on a cortico-

striatal network (for review, see Buhusi and Meck 2005; Meck

et al. 2008), and in preweaning rats both prefrontal cortex

(Nonneman and Corwin 1981; Van Eden and Uylings 1985;

Casey et al. 2005) and striatum (Boulanger Bertolus et al. 2014)

are usually considered to be immature. However, in the case of

Pavlovian threat conditioning, the amygdala may play a role in

processing the CS–US interval and detecting temporal errors

(for review, see Dı́az-Mataix et al. 2014b), and this brain area is

known to present adult-like function starting at PN10 (Sullivan

et al. 2000). Therefore, it is possible that young rats use a different

network from the cortico-striatal one described in adults. This pre-

weaning network may involve the amygdala and be sufficient for

timing and processing CS–US intervals even if more complicated

temporal tasks may be deficient.

Another important and unexpected finding fromour study is

that the attempt to block reconsolidation when shifting the CS–

US interval in rat pups resulted in an increase in freezing, that is,

an opposite result to the decrease ob-

served in adults. This increase in freezing

cannot be explained by an effect of rapa-

mycin per se at this age range, as no

change in freezing was observed in the

control group when rapamycin was in-

jected with no memory reactivation or

in the CS alone condition. Furthermore,

mTOR is present in preweaning rats and

altered by rapamycin (Dı́az-Mataix et al.

2014a), it is therefore unlikely that our

results originate fromdevelopmental dif-

ferences in mTOR itself. It is also not due

to the presentation of a stressful event

during reactivation (i.e., footshock) as

there was no effect of rapamycin in the

No Shift groups. The process through

which the memory was potentiated

therefore depends on temporal predic-

tion error detection along with the injec-

tion of rapamycin.

This result is puzzling in that it goes

in the opposite direction of the effects

observed for the CS alone condition.

State-dependent-like mechanisms such

as those recently suggested to potentially

play a role in reconsolidation (Gisquet-

Verrier et al. 2015) could not explain

this opposite modulation of freezing, as

all the groups were tested in the same

out-of-drug conditions. Interestingly, it

has been recently demonstrated that

temporal prediction error and trace dom-

inance (i.e., the balance between two

competing memory traces) are both at

play in adult rats to determine whether

or not a memory trace will be sensitive

to amnestic agents (Alfei et al. 2015).

We can speculate that, in preweaning

pups, rapamycin blocked the updating

of the initial memory after error detec-

tion while enabling the formation of a

retrieval-associated memory that com-

petes with the previous conditioning.

Following this logic, a reduced level of

freezing to the CS might be expected in

the CS alone group, due to contingency degradation, whereas in

the Shift group, the competition of thememories of the two dura-

tions produced stronger freezing, due to increased uncertainty of

the time of arrival of the US. In the No Shift groups, there was no

prediction error detection and thus no updating of memory. How

the equilibrium in trace dominance evolves during development

is not known, but our results point to this interesting issue that

will need to be addressed in further investigations.

Through which mechanisms can rapamycin enhance the

reactivated memory in PN18–20 pups? A number of possibilities

come tomind. For example, the neural circuits involved in recon-

solidation of aversive memory and temporal memory may not

be completely mature (with some of the structures mature but

not others), thus tipping the balance of activity in this network

and producing opposite results to what is observed in adults.

Alternatively, rapamycin could act on neurogenesis, as neurogen-

esis is stronger in younger animals. In effect, post-natal neurogen-

esis has been observed in the amygdala (Bernier et al. 2002) and

these new neurons seem to be involved in cued threat memory

in adults (Hung et al. 2015). The addition of new neurons can

Figure 3. Temporal pattern of freezing in post-reactivation long-term memory test (PR-LTM) in
PN18–20 rats. For each experimental group, the percentage of freezing for each 3-sec bin is represent-
ed across the duration of the CS for the post-reactivation long-term memory (PR-LTM) test. There was a
significant effect of time and no significant Drug × Time interaction in every condition (all Fs . 3.22,
P, 0.001 for Time, and Fs , 1.45, n.s. for Drug × Time interaction).
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destabilize memories and is thought to be one of the causes of in-

fantile amnesia (for review, see Madsen and Kim 2015).

Rapamycin, through its action on mTOR, may have decreased

neurogenesis (for review, see Tee et al. 2016) in key structures

for threat learning (like the amygdala) and, as a result, improved

the retention of the memory formed during reactivation. Thus,

decreasing neurogenesis at an early age may benefit, rather than

disrupt, the newmemory that is incorporated during the reactiva-

tion. Further experiments are needed to evaluate each of these

possibilities.

In sum, our results show that while prediction error detec-

tion and temporal processing seem mature in preweaning

rats, specific infant-type mechanisms are at play for updating

threat memories. Whether they are related to the maturation

of specific neural networks and/or of different molecular under-

lying mechanisms remains to be elucidated. Our results high-

light the fact that reactivation of a memory can elicit different

processes: prediction error detection, updating and reconsolida-

tion, and that those processes may mature differentially across

development.

Materials and Methods

Subjects

Preweaning: We used male and female
PN18–20 Long Evans rats born and
bred in our colony (originally from
Harlan Laboratories). A total of 167
pups were conditioned. Rats were housed
in polypropylene cages (34 × 29 × 17
cm) with their mother and littermates
and maintained in a 20˚C+1˚C envi-
ronment with a 12/12 h light–dark cy-
cle. Food and water were provided ad
libitum. The day of birth was considered
P0 and litters were culled to 12 pups (6
males and 6 females) on P1. No more
than one male and one female from the
same litter were used for one experimen-
tal group. Pups were separated from the
mother only for the duration of the ses-
sion (maximum 1 h).

Adolescents: We used 47 male and
female PN30–40 Long Evans rats born and bred in our colony
(originally from Harlan Laboratories). Rats were housed in poly-
propylene cages (34 × 29 × 17 cm) with same-sex littermates
(four per cages) and maintained in a 20˚C+1˚C environment
with a 12/12h light–dark cycle. Food and water were provided
ad libitum. No more than one male and one female from the
same litter were used for one experimental group.

Adults:We used 53 adultsmale SpragueDawley rats (.PN60)
provided by Hilltop Lab Animals, weighing 250–300 g at the
beginning of the experiment. Rats were single housed in polypro-
pylene cages (34 × 29 × 17 cm) and maintained in a 20˚C+1˚C
environment with a 12/12 h light–dark cycle. Food and water
were provided ad libitum.

All procedureswere in accordancewith theNIHGuide for the
Care and Use of Experimental Animals, and were approved by
the Nathan Kline Institute, NYU School of Medicine’s, and NYU
Animal Welfare University Committees.

Behavioral apparatus and stimuli
We used four identical chambers constructed of aluminum and
Plexiglas (Mouse Test Cage for preweaning and Rat Test Cage

Figure 5. Comparison across development of the effect of rapamycin after a shift in the CS–US interval. The two experiments consisted of training with
10 trials of a 40-sec tone (CS) paired with a US footshock delivered 10 sec after tone onset. Rats were reactivated with the presentation of a single CS–US
trial with the US delivered 30 sec after the tone onset. Each panel shows a schematic of the experimental design (top) and the percentage of freezing
(mean + SEM) to the first 10 sec of the CS during reactivation (React) and during the post-reactivation long-term memory (PR-LTM) test in adolescents
(A, PN30–40, n ¼ 12 per group) and adults (B, .PN60, n ¼ 14 per group) injected with vehicle (white bars) or with rapamycin (black bars) (bottom).
Freezing during reactivation was equivalent between vehicle and rapamycin groups in both experiments. The injection of rapamycin after reactivation had
no effect in adolescents on the freezing in the PR-LTM test (A) but provoked a significant decrease in adult freezing during the PR-LTM (B). (∗) P, 0.05.

Figure 4. Response to the shock during reactivation was similar between preweaning and adult rats.
Each histogram represents the mean (+SEM) percentage change in freezing during the 10 sec after the
shock compared with the 10 sec before the shock during the single CS–US trial of reactivation. The re-
sponse to the US during the reactivation session was similar for PN18–20 (n ¼ 24 per group) (A) and
adults (n ¼ 11–16 per group) (B) with a significant decrease in freezing for trials where the US was
at the expected time or when it was later than expected and no change in freezing when the US
was earlier than expected. (∗∗∗) P, 0.001.
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for adults and adolescents, Coulbourn Instruments, Allentown,
PA), with metal stainless steel rod flooring that was connected
to a shock generator (Model H13-15; Coulbourn Instruments).
The chambers were enclosed within a sound-isolation cubicle
(Model H10-24A; Coulbourn Instruments). Habituation, condi-
tioning, and reactivation took place in context 1 which consisted
of a grid floor, a yellow house light and was cleaned with ethanol.
Cue test took place in context 2 which consisted of a plastic board
covering the grid, a redhouse light, andwas cleanedwithWindex.
Chamber grid floors, trays, and walls were thoroughly cleaned
after each session. Rats were allowed to freely explore the chamber
before eachbehavioral procedure for a variable amount of timede-
pending on the sessions (10min for threat conditioning, 4min for
reactivation, and 5min for test session). The conditioned stimulus
(CS) was a 40 sec, 5 kHz, 80 dB tone (background of 70 dB). The
unconditioned stimulus (US) was a 0.5-sec footshock with an
intensity of 0.6 mA.

An infrared digital camera,mounted on top of each chamber,
allowed recording during behavioral procedures for later behav-
ioral scoring. Stimulus presentation and behavior recording was
controlled through a computer equipped with Freeze Frame soft-
ware (Coulbourn Instruments) for pups and adolescents, and
Graphic State Software (Coulbourn Instruments) for adults.

Aversive conditioning and memory procedures

Handling

All animals were handled for 2 d before the start of the experi-
ment. PN18–20 pups were removed from the nest in pairs and
manipulated for 5 min. Adolescents were also handled by pairs
to reduce stress, whereas adults were handled separately.

Aversive conditioning procedure

All rats were exposed to the conditioning context during 30 min
for habituation to the context 1 (Day 1), or for 1 h in two consec-
utive days for the adults. Twenty-four hours after, rats were placed
in context 1 andCS–US trialswere delivered. TheUSwas delivered
30 or 10 sec after the onset of the 40-sec CS depending on the
group. Mean inter-trial interval was 4 min from the following du-
rations 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, or 5 min. Rats were conditioned with either
5 CS–US or 10 CS–US pairings.

Memory reactivation

The memory reactivation session took place 24 h after condition-
ing and in context 1. A single presentation consisting of either a
CS–US pairing (with a 30 or a 10-sec CS–US interval) or a CS alone
was presented 4 min after placement in the context. The US was
delivered either at the same time after the tone onset as during
conditioning (No Shift groups, 30–30 sec or 10–10 sec), or at a dif-
ferent time after the tone onset than during conditioning (Shift
groups, Earlier or Later). Immediately after exposure to the stimu-
lus, the rats received an intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection of either
rapamycin (LC Laboratories, 10 mg/mL diluted in water with
10% DMSO and 10% Tween 20, 20 mg/kg, or 40 mg/kg), or vehi-
cle. The nonreactivated rats were simply removed from the home
cage for the injection.

Post-reactivation long-term memory (PR-LTM) test

The retention test, done in context 2, was performed 24 h after the
drug injection. The memory retention test consisted of the pre-
sentation of one CS alone.

Measurement of freezing behavior
Freezing was used to measure the conditioned emotional aversive
response, and was defined as the cessation of all movement with
the exception of respiration-related movement and nonawake or
rest body posture. Freezing was scored via the Freeze Frame soft-
ware with a fixed threshold of 12 and a minimal bin size of 0.25
sec for the pups and verified by hand scoring by an observer blind

to the conditions. For adolescents and adults, freezing was scored
manually also by an observer blind to the conditions. Freezingwas
measured during the 40 sec before the onset of the CS and the
40 sec of the CS for both reactivation and PR-LTM sessions.

Statistical analysis
The analyses were performed with GraphPad Prism v6.0. Data
were analyzed for each vehicle vs. rapamycin comparison by
using unpaired t-test assuming equal variance after performing
the unpaired F-test for variance, as well as two-way ANOVAs.
The significance level was set at a ¼ 0.05.
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